TCS Social Listening and
Product Planning Solution
Manufacturing

With social media providing fertile channels for automotive buyers to voice their opinions, preferences, and
experiences, companies cannot afford to ignore these platforms. Brands need to leverage such channels and
draw critical insights to build and validate hypotheses regarding customer preferences around product
features and the overall value proposition. To sustain customer relevance in a dynamic marketplace,
companies need to ‘listen’ to social media conversations in real time, and derive actionable insights for
decision-making around market opportunities.
Tata Consultancy Services’ (TCS’) Social Listening and Product Planning Solution helps automotive
companies leverage social media, analytics, and cloud computing to improve product positioning, feature
planning, and cross-badging for both current and new markets. By enabling continuous enrichment of the
product planning process, the solution helps you increase customer satisfaction, reduce the cost of handling
product variants through cross-badging, and successfully launch customer-relevant products.
Overview
Automotive enterprises need to estimate the value customers
are likely to perceive in a new product; they also need to
gauge the perceived value of competitive offerings. Currently,
the development of concepts and product features, as well as
formulation of value propositions, is driven by data available within
the enterprise, and may not accurately reflect customer preferences.
A typical program for the launch of a passenger car can take 24 to 48
months, during which time new products are being released by
competitors. As a result, by the time the car is in the market,
customers’ expectations are higher. Manufacturers are thus often
unable to position products effectively, and fail to meet customer
expectations. To foster customer-centric decision-making,
companies need to leverage social media to enrich the product
planning process.
TCS’ Social Listening and Product Planning Solution enables a
systematic way of capturing, analyzing, and interpreting the voices,
opinions, and sentiments of stakeholders across the extended
enterprise. It leverages digital technologies like social media,
Big Data and analytics, and cloud computing to collect structured
and unstructured data from both within and outside the enterprise.
The unstructured data is collected through TCS’ Listening platform,
and the solution harnesses TCS PeriVista, a Big Data platform,
to generate insights on customer sentiments and aspirations.
By correlating these insights with buyers’ actual purchase decisions,
companies can develop precisely targeted products with features

tailored to local markets. These insights are also used by other
functions like product design, marketing, and sales and service to
ensure customer centricity.

Benefits
TCS’ Social Listening and Product Planning Solution facilitates the
development of relevant products for specific customer segments. It
helps enterprises reap the following benefits:
n
Develop local products through global expansion: Leverage

customer preferences to efficiently plan and develop products for
the identified opportunity in accordance with local market needs.
n
Successful product launch and improvements: Align product

positioning with customers’ expectations, perceptions, and
current market trends to successfully launch new models and
incorporate product changes.
n
Delight customers with innovative product features: Introduce

‘wow’ features to delight customers, by analyzing competitors’
positioning, market trends, and buyer requirements.
n
Improved product positioning: Incorporate feedback from

stakeholders across the extended enterprise while planning and
developing products; ensure better product positioning and
enhanced market appeal.
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By partnering with TCS, you can benefit from:

For more information about TCS Social Listening and Product Planning
Solution, contact manufacturing.solutions@tcs.com

n
Integrated solution: Our Social Listening and Product Planning

Solution provides a single, scalable platform to securely integrate
data from social media networks, crowdsourcing, and enterprise
applications. This allows companies to effectively capture and
incorporate social media trends for effective product planning
and development.
n
Deep domain expertise: Through extensive engagements

with original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), TCS has gained
an in-depth understanding of the various touch points involved
in the product planning process. The solution leverages our deep
domain expertise to cater to the diverse needs of automotive
companies.
n
Swift deployment: The solution is based on a cloud hosted

platform, and can be rapidly deployed as a solution or service.
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